TRANSACTION TAX (TX TAX) VIA AMM

E.g. If someone uses
$100 of BUSD to buy
BUST, we take 2% of the
BUSD ($2) and 2% of the
BUST.
The buyer ends up with
$96 worth of BUST.
The remaining $2 of
BUSD and $2 of BUST is
sent to the Swap Fee
Manager.

GAME HOUSE EDGE

Every trade of BUST on our AMM.

2% of game rounds where the house wins.

4% tx tax collected as
2% of each token traded in the pair.

House Edge
collected as BNB.
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BUST-BUSD & BUST-BNB LP tokens.

Notes: This chart assumes a 2% House Edge.
Most aspects are final, some adjustments
may be made before final release.

DAO owned
Automated Tx Tax Manager.
1%

1%

1%

LPs are broken up into
BUST, BUSD and BNB

Tokens kept as
BUST-BUSD & BUST-BNB
LP tokens

DAO Treasury /Bankroll

LP Acquisition
and Lockup

These funds can be used
to perpetually increase
the Game Bankroll and
for other functions as
voted on by the DAO.

BUST-BUSD & BUST-BNB
LP tokens are
permanently locked in
the respective LP pools.

BNB

DAO owned
Automated House Edge Manager.

V1.2
1%

0.5%

0.5%

Tokens kept as BNB

Tokens converted from
BNB to: 50% BUST
25% BUSD - 25% BNB

Tokens kept as BNB

Buyback and burn

LP Acquisition
and Lockup

DAO Treasury /Bankroll

Tokens are paired as
BUST-BUSD and
BUST-BNB, then
permanently locked in
the respective LP pools.

This BNB perpetually
increases the Game
Bankroll and can be
used for other functions
as voted on by the DAO.

0.5%

LPs are broken up into
BUST, BUSD and BNB

LPs are broken up into
BUST, BUSD and BNB

Tokens kept as BNB

Buyback and burn

Staking and affiliate
rewards

Staking and affiliate
rewards

The BUSD and BNB are
used to buy BUST
(increasing buy
pressure).

This BNB is split between
affiliate rewards and
additional staking rewards
for the various staking
pools.

Did the user who made
the swap join via an
affiliate link?

Did the user who made
the swap join via an
affiliate link?

The BUST tokens are
burnt immediately.
The BUSD and BNB are
used to buy more BUST
and/or partner tokens
and burn them.

NO

YES

This BNB is used to
buyback tokens from
the open market and
burn them. Initially as a
60/20/20 split between
BUST/APE/MFRM.

0.5%

NO

YES

100%

50%

50%

50%

50%

100%

100% of this BUST is sent
as additional staking
rewards to the pools.

50% of this BNB is sent as
additional staking rewards
to the pools as BNB.

50% is sent to the affiliate
rewards claim portal to
be split between the user
and the affiliate who
provided the link.

50% is sent to the affiliate
rewards claim portal to
be split between the user
and the affiliate who
provided the link.

50% of this BNB is sent
as additional staking
rewards to the pools
as BNB.

100% of this BUST is sent
as additional staking
rewards to the pools.

AFFILIATE REWARDS
Swap fee rewards
as BUST

Staking rewards

House edge
rewards as BNB

Affiliate rewards pool,
comprised of
BUST and BNB

STAKING EMISSION TOKENOMICS
609,525,430 BUST available for staking rewards.
Emission rate on day 1 = 480/block or 13,824,000/day.
Total Day 1 Emission value = $295,833
Emission rate reduction = 2.23%/day.
Days till last BUST emitted = 185.
Emission rate on day 185 = 212773 BUST
BNB staking rewards

5%

Emitted BUST
tokens per block

As users claim their
staking rewards, a check
is made. Did this user join
via an affiliate link?

User joined via
affiliate link

Farming/staking
rewards

Emitted BNB tokens
per block

10%

User joined without
affiliate link

This 5% is sent to the
affiliate link provider’s
affiliate rewards claim
portal

95%

1%

Affiliate rewards pool.

This rewards pool is initially seeded by 20% of
the IDO funds raised and is then constantly
topped up with a percentage of the House
Edge revenue.

35%

35%

19%

BUST-BNB LP pool

BUST-BUSD LP pool

BUST single pool

DAO Treasury /Bankroll

This 5% is sent to the
DAO Treasury/Bankroll

Game Bankroll / BNB Single Token Staking Pool

The funds in this pool increase the available winnings to users

playing the game(s). It is initially funded via the presale and IDO,
with more funds coming from users via staking for farming
rewards, and from the House Edge and Tx Tax.

Further explanation and details are available in our GitBook.
Check out our various socials to stay up to date:

LEGEND (Who benefits?)
Direct income to the BUSTaBNB
ecosystem to be used by the DAO
(BUST holders).

Rewards for affiliate link providers.

Increases winnings via iGaming
platform Bankroll pool.

More rewards for people staking
Partner Tokens in the Bankroll.

Buyback and burn increases buy
pressure and reduces supply.
LP Acquisition and lockup reduces
supply and adds trading liquidity.

%

These percentages are adjustable
via a DAO proposal & vote.

docs.bustabnb.com

twitter.com/BUSTaBNB

t.me/bustabnbofficial

bustabnb.medium.com

BUSTaBNB.com

BUSTa

BNB

